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Abstract
The integration of ecological niche modelling into phylogeographic analyses has
allowed for the identification and testing of potential refugia under a hypothesis-based
framework, where the expected patterns of higher genetic diversity in refugial populations and evidence of range expansion of nonrefugial populations are corroborated
with empirical data. In this study, we focus on a montane-restricted cryophilic harvestman, Sclerobunus robustus, distributed throughout the heterogeneous Southern Rocky
Mountains and Intermontane Plateau of southwestern North America. We identified
hypothetical refugia using ecological niche models (ENMs) across three time periods,
corroborated these refugia with population genetic methods using double-digest RADseq data and conducted population-level phylogenetic and divergence dating analyses.
ENMs identify two large temporally persistent regions in the mid-latitude highlands.
Genetic patterns support these two hypothesized refugia with higher genetic diversity
within refugial populations and evidence for range expansion in populations found
outside hypothesized refugia. Phylogenetic analyses identify five to six genetically
divergent, geographically cohesive clades of S. robustus. Divergence dating analyses
suggest that these separate refugia date to the Pliocene and that divergence between
clades pre-dates the late Pleistocene glacial cycles, while diversification within clades
was likely driven by these cycles. Population genetic analyses reveal effects of both
isolation by distance (IBD) and isolation by environment (IBE), with IBD more important in the continuous mountainous portion of the distribution, while IBE was stronger
in the populations inhabiting the isolated sky islands of the south. Using model-based
coalescent approaches, we find support for postdivergence migration between clades
from separate refugia.
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Introduction
The field of phylogeography has evolved considerably
since the original pioneering work of Avise et al. (1987).
Improvements in sequence data collection techniques
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and analytical methods (McCormack et al. 2013;
Edwards et al. 2015; Garrick et al. 2015), and the quantitative integration of geological, ecological and climatic
data, for example, have all served to elevate phylogeography as a multidisciplinary science (Avise 2009; Hickerson et al. 2010). One such improvement has been the
incorporation of environmental and bioclimatic data, in
the form of ecological niche models (ENMs), into
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phylogeographic and population genetic analyses (Carstens & Richards 2007; Kozak et al. 2008; Chan et al.
2011). Not only do ENMs allow researchers to reconstruct the full potential geographic distribution of a species, but also, with the use of reconstructed past
bioclimatic conditions, the ostensible distribution of that
species through time (Graham et al. 2010). The ability to
identify persistent and stable habitats has allowed
researchers to adopt a hypothesis-based approach,
where persistent regions are interpreted as hypothesized refugia that produce predictable patterns of
genetic diversity (Carnaval et al. 2009). Hypotheses can
be generated regarding the expected genetic patterns of
a species, which are then tested using empirical molecular data (e.g. Devitt et al. 2013).
Phylogeographic studies have confirmed several predictable genetic patterns regarding populations that
have persisted in refugia and those that have expanded
out of refugia into previously uninhabitable regions.
Populations that have persisted in refugia will tend to
show more diversity relative to populations outside
hypothesized refugia (e.g. Carnaval et al. 2009; Boyer
et al. 2016). Conversely, populations inhabiting regions
not predicted to be persistent will show evidence of
range expansion, where there is a pattern of decreasing
genetic diversity as geographic distance from the refugia increases (e.g. G
omez et al. 2005; Vandewoestijne &
Van Dyck 2010; Jezkova et al. 2015). Here, populations
at the expanding front show lower levels of diversity
due to successive founder events by populations moving into previously uninhabited areas (Hewitt 2000,
2004). In temperate taxa of the Northern Hemisphere,
this is typically manifested as a latitudinal gradient due
to postglacial northward expansion, where genetic
diversity decreases with increasing latitude as taxa
moved northward following the retreat of glaciers. The
timing of diversification should be contemporaneous
with the age of hypothetical refugia, and in the case of
multiple hypothesized refugia, phylogeographic structure should additionally reflect the separate histories of
distinct refugia (e.g. Hugall et al. 2002; Martınez-Solano
et al. 2006; Devitt et al. 2013). Taken together, the detection of these genetic patterns can corroborate the presence of refugia and elucidate the phylogeographic
history of taxa and of focal regions and are particularly
evident in dispersal-limited taxa.
The southwestern United States provides an excellent
region for phylogeographic and landscape genetic studies due to its highly heterogeneous topography with
stretches of habitat of varying continuity. Here, we refer
to the mountains of Arizona (AZ), Colorado (CO), New
Mexico (NM) and Utah (UT) as the Southern Rocky
Mountains and Intermontane Plateau (SRMIP). Studies
focusing on taxa distributed across all mountainous

regions of the SRMIP are relatively few. The vast majority of phylogeographic and population genetic studies
of southwestern taxa analyse genetic differentiation and
population structure focusing only on small portions of
the SRMIP, mainly the Madrean sky islands of southern
AZ and NM (e.g. Barber 1999; Masta 2000; Downie
2004; Smith & Farrell 2005; McCormack et al. 2008; Tennessen & Zamudio 2008; Ober et al. 2011; Bryson et al.
2013; Mitchell & Ober 2013; Hendrixson et al. 2015;
Manthey & Moyle 2015; Ober & Connolly 2015), or the
Southern Rocky Mountains (e.g. DeChaine & Martin
2005a; Knowles et al. 2007; Massatti & Knowles 2014).
Only a single phylogeographic study of Sciurus aberti
(Lamb et al. 1997) spans the entire mountainous SRMIP
region. Studies in this region attribute the depth of differentiation between sky island populations to the late
Pleistocene glacial cycles occurring <1.6 MA. A subset
of these studies have explicitly conducted divergence
dating analyses and concluded that isolated sky island
populations are older than expected given the favourable conditions for gene flow present during the last
glacial maximum (LGM) ~20 KA. Studies in other taxa
have also generally challenged the importance of late
Pleistocene glaciations (e.g. Klicka & Zink 1997). In
addition, the arthropods of the southwestern Madrean
sky islands are recently receiving much attention with
sustained research focusing on various aspects of their
biology and systematics (Moore et al. 2013; Meyer et al.
2015).
Opiliones (more commonly called harvestmen) are
arachnid taxa typically characterized by low vagility
and high ecological constraints. These biological characteristics make them ideal candidates for phylogeographic and biogeographic studies (e.g., Boyer et al.
2007, 2016; Thomas & Hedin 2008; Giribet et al. 2010;
Hedin et al. 2012; Sch€
onhofer et al. 2013, 2015; DiDomenico & Hedin 2016; Emata & Hedin 2016; Starrett et al.
2016). One such candidate is the genus Sclerobunus
Banks 1893, with 12 species distributed throughout
western North America. The widespread species Sclerobunus robustus (Packard 1877), first described from Colorado, was later redescribed and recorded with a very
broad distribution throughout the American southwest
and Rocky Mountains (Briggs 1971). Following taxonomic changes proposed in a generic revision (Derkarabetian & Hedin 2014), this species is distributed
throughout the mountainous habitat of the SRMIP
region. In the southern portion of this region, suitable
habitat is found on the extremely discontinuous
Madrean sky islands, isolated mountains surrounded
by uninhabitable, low-lying desert and scrub grassland,
while further north the Southern Rocky Mountains are
much more continuous with higher connectivity
between suitable habitat. Sclerobunus robustus is a
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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cryophilic microhabitat specialist, typically found
underneath rotting logs and rocks (and sometimes in
caves) in moist, high elevation conifer and aspen forests
(Briggs 1971; Derkarabetian et al. 2010).
A previous phylogeographic analysis of S. robustus
(Derkarabetian et al. 2011) demonstrated that, despite
homogeneity in both somatic and genitalic morphology,
the species is split into eastern and western lineages
and includes six deeply genetically divergent, geographically
cohesive
mitochondrial
phylogroups
(Fig. 1). Divergence dating analyses based on mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I (COI) sequence data using
biogeographic and geologic calibrations of outgroup
taxa show that diversification between these phylogroups occurred during the Pliocene (~3.8–5.5 MA),
while diversification within the clades occurred during
the Pleistocene. Additionally, based on population
genetic statistics and gene tree topologies, Derkarabetian et al. (2011) suggested that the mid-latitude highlands of southern Utah/Colorado and northern New
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Mexico may have acted as refugia during unfavourable
warmer conditions. However, the previous study of
S. robustus was limited in that it relied almost entirely
on COI data and included no quantitative assessments
of refugia. To establish a more accurate estimate
of genealogical relationships and divergence dates of
S. robustus, and to gain a better understanding of the
geologic and climatic processes contributing to population structure, a multilocus data set is needed. In particular, analysing data sets consisting of 100s–1000s of
SNPs can lead to better estimates of population genetic
statistics even when low numbers of samples are
included per population (Willing et al. 2012).
This study employs the recently developed ddRADseq protocol (Peterson et al. 2012) to obtain hundreds of
loci, and associated single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs), which are then used in phylogeographic and
landscape genomic analyses to explore the phylogeographic history of the S. robustus complex. Our objectives are to identify potential refugia, reconstruct a
population-level phylogeny, estimate diversification
dates and explore how geography and environment
have shaped patterns of genetic diversity in S. robustus.
Specifically, we use ENM reconstructions to identify
regions of habitat that potentially served as refugia and
examine whether genetic patterns support the presence
and location of these hypothesized refugia. Based on
previous phylogeographic studies integrating niche
modelling and genetic analyses (e.g. Carnaval et al.
2009; Devitt et al. 2013), we expect to see higher levels
of genetic diversity for populations found within
hypothesized refugia, evidence of range expansion for
populations found outside hypothesized refugia, and
high measures of phylogeographic structure between
refugia. The broad distribution of S. robustus across the
SRMIP allows a comparison of genetic patterns in differing geographic backdrops, in this case, the isolated
Madrean sky islands of southern Arizona and New
Mexico vs. the more contiguous regions of the Southern
Rocky Mountains.
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Fig. 1 Geographic distribution and sampling localities of
S. robustus, coloured by clades recovered here (see Fig. 3) and
in Derkarabetian et al. (2011). Filled boxes indicate collecting
localities where two samples were processed for ddRAD-seq.
Half boxes indicate localities where a single sample was processed. Black circles indicate localities where other Sclerobunus
species have been collected.
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Materials and methods
Taxon sampling
We collected surface-dwelling S. robustus from 39 localities throughout its distribution (Fig. 1, Table S1, Supporting information). In this study, we use the term
‘population’ as an equivalent to all specimens/samples
from a single collecting locality (i.e. 39 populations).
Specimens were preserved in 100% EtOH. For genetic
analyses, 1–2 specimens of S. robustus were selected per
population, depending on available sample size, with
the exception of San Francisco Mountains, AZ, where
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three samples were chosen (Fig. 1), for a total of 65
specimens. Additionally, a single sample each of
S. nondimorphicus and S. idahoensis was included as outgroup taxa. All cave populations of S. robustus were
excluded from this study as these cave populations are
found at lower elevation and outside habitat deemed
suitable compared with surface-dwelling populations.
The bioclimatic variables representative of these cave
localities will not reflect the actual habitat requirements
of surface Sclerobunus. Additionally, those cave populations that have been included in phylogenetic analyses
are extremely recent derivations and not genetically distinct from geographically proximate surface populations. Cave populations, and their genetic affinities with
surface populations, are more thoroughly discussed in
Derkarabetian et al. (2010, 2011).

Identification of putative refugia
To identify regions of habitat that most likely served as
refugia, we operated under the premise that potential
refugia will be regions where climate reconstructions
support suitable habitat that are persistent through time
and variable climatic conditions (Kozak et al. 2008). This
general framework has been utilized numerous times to
identify potential refugia (e.g. Knowles et al. 2007; Carnaval et al. 2009; Graham et al. 2010; Chan et al. 2011).
For example, Devitt et al. (2013) used bioclimatic data to
reconstruct niche models for three time periods (current, Holocene, LGM data sets), which were then combined to identify regions of suitable habitat shared
across time. In addition to reconstructing ENMs across
these time periods, we conducted separate ENM analyses on localities split into eastern and western lineages,
which are both well-supported clades (Derkarabetian
et al. 2011). Given their similar geographic distributions,
we treat the eastern and western lineages as ‘latitudinal
replicates’ and assume that habitats predicted as suitable to both lineages across time would more likely represent refugia.
ENMs were reconstructed in MAXENT version 3.3.3k
(Phillips et al. 2006) using 30 arc-seconds resolution data
sets of altitude and 19 bioclimatic variables (WorldClim
version 1.4; Hijmans et al. 2005). While S. robustus likely
selects suitable microhabitat (i.e. niche) on a fine scale,
preferring the underside of fallen bark, rotting logs and
rocks, these preferred microhabitats are restricted to
moist high elevation forests, which are more directly
influenced by the coarse bioclimatic variables used in
ENM reconstructions. As such, we believe that the standard bioclimatic variables have utility in this system,
and other taxa with similar microhabitat specificities
(e.g. Rissler & Apodaca 2007; Bond & Stockman 2008;
Bond 2012; DiDomenico & Hedin 2016). In total, we

used 77 presence records (25% of which were used as
test points), including 43 records from recent fieldwork,
plus 34 unique museum records that either had GPS
information associated with the specimens or could be
unequivocally georeferenced based on provided locality
information: 19 records from the American Museum of
Natural History, nine from the Museum of Comparative
Zoology and six from the Museum of Southwestern
Biology. These records were accessed through Symbiota
Collections of Arthropods Network database (SCAN;
http://symbiota4.acis.ufl.edu/scan/portal). All Maxent
settings were left at default values. To extract bioclimatic information for each collection locality, all 19 bioclimatic variables were added as layers to ArcMap
implemented through ArcGIS Desktop version 10.3
(ESRI), and values were extracted using the ‘Extract
Values to Points’ function. We used this data set to
reduce the number of bioclimatic variables included in
the final model by implementing the method of Jezkova
et al. (2011) to identify highly correlated variables. This
method generates a simplified climatic model with largely independent variables, reducing overparameterization. This resulted in variables 10 and 11 (mean
temperature of warmest and coldest quarters) and 14,
16 and 18 (precipitation of driest, wettest and warmest
quarters) being removed. The final model included 14
bioclimatic variables, in addition to altitude. Additionally, the Community Climate System Model (CCSM4)
data sets were used at a downscaled resolution of 2.5
arc-minutes to model distributions during the LGM
(~22 000 years ago) and mid-Holocene (~6000 years
ago) using only the 14 retained bioclimatic variables.
We combined the results of six separate ENM analyses where ecological niches were estimated for eastern
and western clades across the three temporal data sets.
All ASCII MAXENT results were opened as raster files in
ArcMap where they were converted to binary presence/absence maps using a threshold as determined by
the 10% minimum training logistic threshold. To identify regions of overlap, binary maps were added
together using the ‘Raster Calculator’ in the Spatial
Analyst toolbox.

Molecular data collection and bioinformatics
Genomic DNA was extracted individually from whole
specimens, with intestines removed, using a Qiagen
DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA,
USA) as per manufacturer’s protocol. Libraries for
ddRAD-seq were prepared using a modified version of
Peterson et al.’s (2012) protocol. Details of the library
preparation protocol, including primers and adaptors
used, and sequencing methods can be found in Material
S1 and Table S2 (Supporting information). Raw read
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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data were analysed using the PYRAD version 3.0.5 software (Eaton 2014). This program assembles short read
RAD-seq data using graph-based clustering algorithms
that allow for indels and consists of seven steps: demultiplexing, quality filtering, within sample clustering,
error rate and heterozygosity estimation, base calling
and paralog detection, between sample clustering, and
alignment across samples. Following extensive preliminary testing, the parameters used in all final analyses
were as follows: maximum number of sites with quality
score <20 (NQual): 5, clustering threshold (Wclust):
0.95, minimum coverage for a cluster (Mindepth): 6,
maximum individuals with a shared heterozygous site
(MaxSH): 3. Multiple data sets were produced which
varied in the minimum taxon coverage needed for a
locus to be included (MinCov). MinCov values were 65,
48, 32, 16 and 4, although we only discuss the results of
the 32 (~50% coverage) and 16 (~25% coverage) MinCov
data sets (hereafter called the m32 and m16 data sets,
respectively). All other parameters were kept at default
values. PYRAD was run on the University of California,
Riverside Institute for Integrative Genome Biology
(UCR-IIGB) Linux cluster. Unless indicated otherwise,
all downstream analyses used matrices consisting of
S. robustus samples only.

Phylogenetics and divergence time estimation
Phylogenetic reconstruction and divergence dating
were conducted with the BEAST version 2.2.1 package
(Bouckaert et al. 2014) on concatenated matrices where
assembled sequence reads were used as loci. We relied
on a concatenation approach, as opposed to species
tree methods, as this was required for estimating
divergence times using BEAST. We suggest an alternative approach in the Discussion. PARTITIONFINDER version
1.1.1 (Lanfear et al. 2012) was used to select the appropriate model of evolution for the entire concatenated
matrix. Preliminary BEAST analyses were run, aimed at
testing strict vs. relaxed clock models, and Yule vs.
coalescent tree models on the S. robustus concatenated
data set. These were run for 2 million generations
sampling every 1000 with a 10% burn-in period. Multiple identical analyses each with four chains were conducted to confirm similarity of tree topology and
posterior distributions of parameters between independent runs. These preliminary analyses produced identical topologies.
To provide a prior for the rate of evolution for the
estimation of divergence dates with the ddRAD-seq
data set, the single samples of S. nondimorphicus and
S. idahoensis were used in a separate analysis to calculate a ‘background Sclerobunus ddRAD-seq rate’. The
geographic disjunction between the Cascade Mountains
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

of Oregon and Washington (S. nondimorphicus) and the
Northern Rocky Mountains of Idaho (S. idahoensis) is a
well-known vicariant event found in many other taxa
(Brunsfeld et al. 2001; Shafer et al. 2010) and is dated at
2–5 MA, coinciding with the formation of the Columbia
Plateau and subsequent rain shadow caused by the rising of the Cascade Mountains (Graham 1999). These
two species are 7.6% divergent for COI (uncorrected
distance, Derkarabetian et al. 2010) indicating a relatively older divergence that, coupled with estimated
COI divergence rates of 3.54% per million years for
arthropods (Papadopoulou et al. 2010) and 2.25% per
million years for spiders (Bidegaray-Batista & Arnedo
2011), correspondingly dates to this geologic event.
Although geologic evidence is not ideal for calibrating
divergence analyses (Heads 2010), fossils are not known
for this genus (or family). However, many studies of
harvestmen taxa with similar biological characteristics
(i.e. low vagility microhabitat specialists with high ecological constraints) indicate that they are ideally suited
and highly informative for biogeographic studies across
many timescales (e.g. Boyer et al. 2007; Boyer & Giribet
2009; Hedin et al. 2012; Sch€
onhofer et al. 2013).
A PYRAD analysis using S. nondimorphicus, S. idahoensis
and three divergent S. robustus samples resulted in only
33 loci shared across the three species and could not be
used to estimate a rate across all three species directly.
However, the general characteristics (e.g. average mutation rate, divergence) of ddRAD-seq loci across Sclerobunus species should be similar within Sclerobunus
species. The level of genetic divergence for COI across
S. robustus (~8.3%) is greater than the COI divergence
between S. nondimorphicus and S. idahoensis (7.6%;
Derkarabetian et al. 2011), indicating that S. robustus
consists of deep species level divergences comparable
to other Sclerobunus species. The average rate of evolution across the S. nondimorphicus and S. idahoensis samples was calculated using a concatenated matrix of 945
RAD loci (89 008 bp) by calibrating the split as a normal distribution with mean of 3.5 and sigma value of
0.75.
Preliminary analyses using relaxed clock models
failed to converge, and analyses using the coalescent
model produced much older and largely unrealistic
results (e.g. the root of S. robustus at ~27 MA). The Yule
model may be more appropriate as previous research
(Derkarabetian et al. 2011), and ongoing studies with
this data set indicate that S. robustus is likely a cryptic
species complex. Final divergence dating analyses used
the strict clock, calibrated Yule and a nucleotide substitution model chosen with PARTITIONFINDER. Six independent analyses were run for 10 million generations each,
logging every 1000 steps. All six runs were combined
with LOGCOMBINER with 10% burn-in, and the resulting
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clockRate parameter mean and variance were used as
an a priori calibration for divergence analyses using the
m32 and m16 S. robustus data sets. For the S. robustus
divergence time analyses, the strict clock and Yule models were used along with the appropriate nucleotide
model chosen by PARTITIONFINDER. The clockRate prior
was assigned a normal distribution (see results) matching that identified in the biogeographic calibration analysis and ran for 10 million generations, logging every
1000, with 10% burn-in. TRACER version 1.6 (Rambaut
et al. 2014) was used to assess stationarity and check for
ESS values above 200, and TREEANNOTATOR version 2
(Rambaut & Drummond 2014) was used to produce
maximum clade credibility trees. The resulting topology
of major clades is identical to exploratory analyses
using loci shared between ingroup samples and outgroups (S. nondimorphicus and S. idahoensis). Outgroup
taxa were not included in these analyses because of
very few shared loci with the ingroup.
Additionally, we conducted Bayesian Skyline Plot
analyses for all major lineages (Drummond et al. 2005)
and constructed a lineage through time plot (LTT; Nee
et al. 1992; Harvey et al. 1994) using the R package APE
version 3.0-11 (Paradis et al. 2004). LTT plots were
based on phylogenies including only one sample per
population.

Population genomic statistics and population structure
To maximize variability in the final data set while
simultaneously minimizing missing data for the calculation of population genetics statistics, all analyses
used the m32 data set. For all loci, we calculated several molecular diversity indices (gene diversity, number of differences, heterozygosity, polymorphic loci),
and average FST for each collecting locality and clade
with ARLEQUIN version 3.5.2.2 (Excoffier & Lischer
2010). We conducted an AMOVA to analyse genetic
structure between the six major clades. Using a single
randomly sampled SNP from each variable locus
(1265/1270 loci were variable), we explored population structure with a principal components analysis
(PCA) using the dudi.pca and find.clusters functions
in the R package ADEGENET (Jombart 2008; Jombart &
Ahmed 2011). Additionally, to examine the correlation
between genetic variation and geography, the first
two principal components and geographic coordinate
information for each collecting locality (Table S1, Supporting information) were used in a Procrustes analysis conducted in the R package VEGAN (Oksanen et al.
2015) assessing significance with 1000 permutations.
Here, genetic variation in the form of the first two
principal components is superimposed onto a

geographic plot (e.g. latitude and longitude) and
rotated to maximize similarity.

Genetic, geographic and environmental correlations
Geographic distance is commonly incorporated into
explaining patterns of distribution and genetic differentiation in the form of isolation by distance (IBD; Wright
1943; Rousset 1997), where the degree of genetic differentiation between two populations is correlated with
their geographic distance. Recently, the importance of
environmental differences has been recognized and
described as isolation by environment (IBE; Wang &
Summers 2010; Wang & Bradburd 2014). Many studies
have shown the importance of incorporating environmental distances in some form when exploring patterns
of genetic differentiation (e.g. Lee & Mitchell-Olds 2011;
Wang et al. 2013; Manthey & Moyle 2015). We evaluated evidence for IBE with an environmental distance
matrix created by first extracting data for each bioclimatic variable from each collecting locality (as for ENM
analyses). This data set was then subject to PCA using
the dudi.pca function in the ADE4 R package (Dray &
Dufour 2007). The first two principal components were
then used as points to calculate a pairwise distance
matrix for all populations, and IBE was assessed using
IBDWS (Jensen et al. 2005). Additionally, we conducted
a multiple regression analysis using the MMRR script
(Multiple Matrix Regression and Randomization; Wang
2013). This method allows for tests of correlation
between multiple distance matrices, assessing how a
dependent variable, in this case genetic distance,
responds to multiple independent variables (e.g. geographic and environmental distance), and evaluates significance through random permutations. All other
correlations and regressions presented in the results
were calculated using Pearson’s product–moment correlation coefficient (r) in R 3.0.2 (R Core Team 2013). Any
correlations using within-population statistics were
based only on populations in which more than one
sample was successfully sequenced (i.e. singleton populations were excluded). To assess the relationship
between geographic distance and genetic distance, we
conducted isolation-by-distance (IBD) analyses using
IBDWS for all major clades and groupings (i.e. all S. robustus, east vs. east clades, mtDNA clades). Pairwise
geographic distances were calculated using the Geographic Distance Matrix Generator version 1.2.3 (Ersts,
American Museum of Natural History, Center for Biodiversity and Conservation, http://biodiversityinformatics.amnh.org/open_source/gdmg) where the genetic
distance matrix consisted of pairwise FST values derived
from Arlequin.

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Migration estimation
Demographic model testing has been incorporated into
phylogeographic analyses such that explicit demographic parameters can be estimated and multiple alternative phylogeographic scenarios can be modelled and
formally compared (e.g. Richards et al. 2007; Carstens
et al. 2013; Barrow et al. 2015). To test for the possibility
of migration between distinct refugia, we used the coalescent-based program FASTSIMCOAL2 (Excoffier et al.
2013). This program uses the site frequency spectrum
derived from SNP data to estimate parameters and test
observed data against expected data that is estimated
through user-defined models. We tested two simple
divergence models, one without postdivergence migration and a second including postdivergence migration.
These models were tested on two pairs of sister clades
that are hypothesized to have persisted in separate refugia: the NW–SW clades and the CE–SE clades. We used
SNP data derived from rerunning step 7 of PYRAD with
only samples from the focal clades for each set of analyses included. MinCov values were set to be equal to
50% of total samples. The observed SFS files were created using a custom script (github.com/jordansatler/
SNPtoAFS). For all analyses, the divergence time (Tdiv)
prior was also fixed to the mean divergence recovered
from m32 analyses. We ran two sets of analyses, one in
which the mutation rate was estimated, and another set
where the mutation rate was fixed at 8.4E-9 mutations
per generation based on estimates from Drosophila melanogaster (Haag-Liautard et al. 2007). Migration rates
were given a relatively diffuse prior with log-uniform
distribution (minimum of 1E-5, maximum 1E-2). All
runs used the following options: -N 100 000 (maximum
number of simulations to perform), -L 40 (maximum
number of loops to perform) and -M 0.001 (stopping
criterion, as minimum relative difference of parameters
between iterations). Each analysis was repeated 20
times, and favoured models were chosen with AIC calculations.
We also estimated migration rates between these two
clade pairs using the program MIGRATE-N (Beerli &
Felsenstein 2001; Beerli 2006; Beerli & Palczewski 2010).
Sequence data were used as input, created by rerunning
PYRAD as in FASTSIMCOAL2 analyses. Base frequencies were
calculated from the data, mutation rates across loci
were allowed to vary, and starting values for theta (h)
and migration (M) were calculated using FST. Based on
initial testing, we chose uniform priors for h (min. = 0,
max. = 0.01,
delta = 0.001)
and
M
(min. = 0,
max. = 1000, delta = 100). Each model was run for
20 000 steps at in increment of 100, with 20 000 discarded as burn-in. A static heating scheme was used
with four chains using temperature values of 1.0, 1.5,
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

3.0 and 100 000. Stationarity was assessed with ESS values and manual inspection of the posterior distributions. The number of migrants per generation (Nm) was
calculated by multiplying the mutation-scaled effective
immigration rate by h, then dividing by an inheritance
scalar of four for nuclear loci.

Results
Identification of potential refugia
The layered binary ENMs identified two large regions
that likely supported suitable and climatically stable
habitat in the mid-latitude regions: the San Juan/Tusas
Mountains along the western CO/NM border, and the
southeastern edge of the Mogollon Rim along the AZ/
NM border (Fig. 2). Other studies have suggested that
for a given species, more central populations house the
highest degree of genetic diversity, demonstrating
expansion out of refugia in these ‘mid-latitude’ regions
(e.g. Hoskin et al. 2011; An et al. 2015; Peterson &
Graves 2015). The combined ENMs also identify several
regions of persistent habitat: the Chuska and Zuni
Mountains of NM/AZ and the mountains of southwestern UT. There are no known museum records for

Fig. 2 Binary ENMs for S. robustus. Grey regions denote ENM
based on current bioclimatic conditions across all populations
of S. robustus. Black regions indicate persistent habitat across
eastern and western clades for current, mid-Holocene and
LGM niche models. White dots indicate S. robustus collecting
localities used in constructing ENMs.
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Sclerobunus from these areas, and specimens were not
found during recent collecting attempts in the Zuni
Mountains, AZ, and the mountains of southwestern
Utah. Individual ENMs for eastern and western clades
and across all populations for current and LGM models
are presented in Figure S1 (Supporting information).

Molecular data
In total, 67 samples were extracted, consisting of 65
S. robustus from 39 collecting localities, one S. nondimorphicus and one S. idahoensis (Table S1, Supporting information). On average, for the 65 S. robustus samples,
sequencing resulted in 906 109.6 reads per sample
(range: 172 984–1738 861), with 828 371.1 (91.4%) reads
per sample (range: 155 453–1 596 212) passing quality
control. Only 15 loci (15 unlinked SNPs) were shared
across all 65 samples of S. robustus. For S. nondimorphicus and S. idahoensis, 259 524 (230 004 passing QC) and
156 163 (141 440 passing QC) reads were sequenced,
respectively, resulting in 945 shared loci. Matrix statistics are shown in Table 1, and sample sequencing statistics are shown in Table S1 (Supporting information).

Phylogenetics and divergence time estimation
Final matrix statistics are presented in Table 1. All analyses used the HKY + I + G substitution model chosen
for the entire concatenated matrix of 1270 loci by PARTITIONFINDER. BEAST produced highly supported, nearly
identical phylogenies for each data set of varying coverage. In the m32 and m16 phylogenies, support
increased as the number of loci increased. Across these
data sets, phylogenies were largely identical (Fig. 3 and
Figure S2, Supporting information), recovering the
Table 1 Matrix statistics for S. robustus only datasets. Matrix
completeness was calculated by summing the number of loci
across all samples and dividing by the total number of loci
multiplied by 65 (Table S1). PIS = parsimony-informative sites
m48
Number of loci
Mean N loci
Min
Max
Matrix completeness (%)
Total variable sites
Total PIS
Sampled unlinked SNPs
Sampled unlinked biallelic SNPs
Concatenated matrix
length

498
428
179
489
85.94
4686
2277
496
285
47 061

m32
1270
884
275
1176
69.58
11 431
5541
1265
617
120 197

m16
3303
1579
487
2417
47.79
24 232
11 453
3251
1355
312 584

major mtDNA clades obtained in Derkarabetian et al.
(2011): northwest (NW), southwest (SW), central eastern
(CE), southeastern (SE) and northeastern (NE). The
HAV mitochondrial clade (Haviland) is monophyletic
with high support in the m16 phylogeny, while in the
m32 phylogeny it is paraphyletic with respect to the NE
clade. Relationships among major clades and withinclade assignments recovered with the nuclear data presented here are identical to the clades recovered in
Derkarabetian et al. (2011) using COI, with the exception of the placement and monophyly of HAV in the
m32 analysis.
Calibrated BEAST analyses using concatenated loci for
S. nondimorphicus and S. idahoensis resulted in a mean
clockRate value of 1.83323E-3 substitutions per site per
million years (95% HPD interval 1.0418E-3, 2.8222E-3).
Preliminary testing resulted in small (but significantly
different from 0) ucld.stdev values (m32: mean 0.314,
HPD 0.246-0.388), indicating that the data are evolving
in almost clock-like pattern, and rate variation across
lineages is minor. More importantly, mean divergence
time and HPD estimates with strict and relaxed clock
models were virtually identical.
Divergence time estimates within S. robustus using
this value as a rate calibration (normal distribution with
mean 1.83323E-3 and sigma 0.0004) are shown in Fig. 3
and Table 2. In general, node ages increase with
increasing number of loci. Mean ages for the root of
S. robustus increased from 3.89 MA (95% HPD: 2.47–
5.73 MA) in the m32 data set to 4.27 MA (2.71–6.24
MA) in the m16 data set. In the m32, the most recent
mean divergence between any two major clades occurred
at 2.72 MA (1.73–4.02 MA) for CE + SE clades, while in
the m16, this divergence time increased to 2.98 MA
(1.91–4.39 MA). If, in the m32 analysis, NE and HAV
are considered separate clades, the earliest betweenclade divergence is 2.52 MA (1.57–3.69 MA). The mean
age of divergence within the most recently differentiated
clade (SW) is 1.44 MA (0.9–2.13 MA) in the m32, which
increased to 1.58 MA (0.98–2.29 MA) in the m16.
Associated with an expansion out of refugia, it is
expected that there would be increases in both the size
of populations and number of lineages postexpansion.
Across all S. robustus, Bayesian skyline plots show two
major increases in population size, one at the Pleistocene–Pliocene boundary ~2.5 MA, and another ~1.0
MA (Fig. 3 inset). Similarly, skyline plots for all major
clades, except NE + HAV, show an increase in population size with a major increase ~1.0 MA (Figure S3, Supporting information). Here, the expectation of
population size increase is recovered where increases
are seen following isolation in separate Pliocene refugia
and during Pleistocene glacial cycles. While the LTT
plot (Fig. 3 inset) does show slight increases in lineage
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Fig. 3 BEAST maximum clade credibility tree for the m32 data set. Clade colours correspond to those in Fig. 1. Node bars represent
95% HPD for divergence times. Blue HPD divergence bars indicate nodes with >0.95 posterior probability, and red bars indicate
<0.95. Inset: Bayesian Skyline for all S. robustus (thick line with confidence intervals), and lineage through time plot (thin line) for
one sample per population.

numbers corresponding to these increases in population
size, particularly at ~1.0 MA, these increases do not significantly deviate from the null expectation of a constant rate of lineage diversification (Figure S3,
Supporting information).
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Genetic, geographic and environmental correlations
Molecular diversity indices and pairwise FST estimates
for each clade are presented in Tables 3 and 4. The first
two principal components from PCAs of 1265 SNPs
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Table 2 Mean estimated divergence dates for major clades and groupings, with 95% HPD in parentheses

S. robustus root
Western clades
NW
SW
Eastern clades
CE + SE
CE
SE
HAV + NE
HAV
NE

m48

m32

m16

3.212 [2.003, 4.713]
2.461 [1.543, 3.633]
1.761 [1.106, 2.628]
1.33 [0.822, 1.972]
2.646 [1.683, 3.917]
2.081 [1.301, 3.078]
1.273 [0.775, 1.88]
1.355 [0.84, 1.997]
2.128 [1.338, 3.146]
NA
1.311 [0.807, 1.929]

3.886 [2.473, 5.727]
2.776 [1.751, 4.098]
1.895 [1.196, 2.809]
1.441 [0.898, 2.129]
3.504 [2.251, 5.172]
2.72 [1.731, 4.017]
1.536 [0.957, 2.26]
1.761 [1.115, 2.601]
2.8 [1.739, 4.089]
NA
1.68 [1.059, 2.466]

4.266
3.061
2.117
1.576
3.956
2.982
1.677
2.003
3.157
2.841
1.967

[2.709, 6.242]
[1.928, 4.475]
[1.332, 3.103]
[0.979, 2.294]
[2.506, 5.784]
[1.91, 4.386]
[1.049, 2.444]
[1.266, 2.938]
[1.985, 4.602]
[1.791, 4.14]
[1.247, 2.877]

Table 3 Genetic diversity statistics for clades based on the m32 loci. Standard deviations of statistics included in parentheses

NW
SW
CE
SE
HAV
NE

N

# haplotypes

Avg. # diffs

Avg. gene diversity

# polymorphic loci

Expected heterozygosity

6
15
4
8
4
28

12
30
8
16
8
56

12.7878
9.35172
10
12.9
24.14285
7.425974

0.021067
0.015356
0.020704
0.023412
0.034539
0.008429

39
69
27
58
61
72

0.4501 (0.09533)
0.26745 (0.13481)
0.53714 (0.08674)
0.37482 (0.1378)
0.51531 (0.06839)
0.15894 (0.10663)

(6.164517)
(4.40795)
(5.071548)
(6.106719)
(11.78276)
(3.518801)

(Fig. 4, Figure S4, Supporting information) show three
major groups corresponding to three main clades recovered in phylogenetic analyses: western (NW + SW),
CE + SE and NE + HAV. BIC analyses using the
find.clusters function retaining the first 65 components
favoured six clusters, which corresponded to the
mtDNA clades of previous work. In the m32 analysis
(Fig. 4), the NW and SW clades are distinct, while in
the m16 analysis (Figure S4, Supporting information)
the HAV samples are separate from the NE samples.
Procrustes analyses on both the m32 (Fig. 5) and m16
(Figure S4, Supporting information) recovered significant similarity scores (>0.77, P-values = 0.001) between
a population’s location in SNP principal component
space and their geographic location. The mean pairwise
geographic distance of populations in each clade (i.e.
overall size of distribution of a clade) and the mean
pairwise FST of those clades show a strong and significant negative correlation (Fig. 6A), indicating that the
clades with the smallest geographic distributions are
the most genetically differentiated. The AMOVA testing
genetic structure of the six clades indicated that differences among these clades accounted for the majority of
variation (55.9%; Table 5).
Results of all IBD and IBE, including MMRR, analyses are shown in Table S3 (Supporting information).
IBD analyses recovered small but significant correlations across all S. robustus, and within the western,

(0.011423)
(0.008051)
(0.011943)
(0.01246)
(0.019157)
(0.00443)

CE + SE, NE + HAV and NE clades. IBE correlations
were significant for most clades, the exceptions being
CE + SE clades and the individual NE and HAV clades.
MMRR analyses showed that environmental distance is
a significant independent predictor of genetic distance
across all S. robustus and within the SW and eastern
clades, while both environment and geography were
significant and contributed nearly equally in the western clade. Within the eastern clade, geographic distances are the significant predictor of genetic distances
for the CE + SE, NE + HAV and NE clades. The correlation between geographic distance and environmental
distance was small and not significant (r = 0.1097,
P = 0.061, 1000 permutations). PCA of bioclimatic variables used in constructing the environmental distance
matrix largely differentiated the northern (NW, NE,
HAV, CE) and the southern populations (SW, SE) along
PCA 1 (Figure S5, Supporting information), mirroring
the latitudinal break seen in the distribution of these
clades. The northernmost southern population (population 10 SW clade, Fig. 1) and the southernmost northern
population (population 13 CE clade, Fig. 1) are in close
proximity in the PCA (Figure S5, Supporting information), reflecting their similar latitudes. Here, it is important to note that the mountainous regions of New
Mexico in between the northern and southern S. robustus clades (i.e. southern Sangre de Cristo Mountains,
Mt. Taylor, Sandia Mountains, Manzano Mountains) are
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Table 4 Pairwise FST values for each clade. Diagonal shows average FST within clades. 95% confidence interval in parentheses
NW
0.8914
0.8931
0.9689
0.8867
0.9605
0.9617

20

NW
SW
CE
SE
HAV
NE

(0.1029)
(0.0213)
(0.0138)
(0.0312)
(0.0173)
(0.0073)

CE

0.7286
0.9339
0.8220
0.9230
0.9292

(0.0557)
(0.0173)
(0.0399)
(0.0152)
(0.0076)

0.9526
0.9040
0.9757
0.9761

(0.0511)
(0.0375)
(0.0171)
(0.0068)

0

10

NE
HAV

−20

−10

PCA2

SW

NW
SW

CE
SE
−20

−10

0

10

20

PCA1
Fig. 4 Results of principal components analysis for the m32
SNP data set.

exclusively inhabited by several other Sclerobunus species (Fig. 1; Derkarabetian & Hedin 2014).
Across all S. robustus populations, there is a latitudegenetic component showing a strong and significant

SE

HAV

NE

0.6583 (0.0956)
0.8945 (0.0373)
0.8944 (0.016)

0.9627 (0.0379)
0.9612 (0.0104)

0.8428 (0.0355)

negative latitudinal correlation with genetic diversity
(Fig. 6B). However, the only clades to show a significant correlation between latitude and genetic diversity
are the eastern (r = 0.9191, P < 0.0001), the SE
(r = 0.9849, P = 0.0151) and the SW (r = 0.9449,
P = 0.0045) clades. Within the eastern clade, the three
CE + SE populations largely drive this correlation, and
although the NE clade shows a negative correlation, it
is not significant (r = 0.2878, P = 0.3643). Within the
NE + HAV clade, as latitude increases, the divergence
time of a population from its nearest relative decreases
additionally suggesting a pattern of northward expansion (Fig. 7). Conversely, for the SW clade, no significant correlation exists between divergence time of a
population from nearest relative and latitude
(r = 0.3845, P = 0.347). Correlations between genetic differentiation and latitude have been found in numerous
studies (Sexton et al. 2014), many of which either
directly imply or explore this pattern in regard to postglacial range expansion (e.g. G
omez et al. 2005; Vandewoestijne & Van Dyck 2010; Jezkova et al. 2015), where
the expanding frontline populations show reduced

Fig. 5 Results of Procrustes analysis for
the m32 SNP data set. Left pane: results
of Procrustes plot, with arrows indicating
direction and magnitude of movement of
each point in SNP principal component
space. Right pane: simplified geographic
distribution of collecting localities. Procrustes plot was rotated 90° to correspond with placement in the geographic
plot.
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1.0

postdivergence migration between refugial clades
(Fig. 8A), with extremely low migration estimates. Conversely, FASTSIMCOAL2 analyses that do not use a fixed
mutation rate favoured the model without postdivergence migration for the NW–SW pair only (Fig. 8B).
MIGRATE-N analyses show some degree of migration
between clade pairs (Table S4, Supporting information).
A potentially confounding factor for these coalescent
model-based analyses in this taxon may be the high
levels of population structure within clades, which may
lead to erroneous inferences of population parameters
(e.g. Chikhi et al. 2010; Heller et al. 2013). In this case,
FASTSIMCOAL2 may be inferring the presence of migration
to account for the relatively high levels of variation seen
within each clade. We interpret the actual estimates of
migration from these analyses with caution, given the
ultimate uncertainty in generation times and mutation
rates. For these analyses, we assumed a generation time
of 1 year. Generation and developmental times for
Sclerobunus have not explicitly been examined, but
available evidence from other related harvestmen suggests the adult stage can be reached in 1 year (Gnaspini
2007), although S. robustus is known to overwinter as
adults (Cokendolpher et al. 1993).
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Fig. 6 Genetic and geographic correlations. (A) Correlation of
mean pairwise geographic distance vs. mean pairwise FST for
each clade, with 95% confidence intervals. FST calculated in ARLEQUIN with each population considered a separate sample. (B) Latitude vs. gene diversity and number of polymorphic loci of each
population represented by more than one sequenced individual.
Genetic statistics calculated using loci from the m32 data set.

genetic diversity relative to the stable ancestral populations (Hewitt 2000, 2004).

Migration estimation
For both clade pairs, FASTSIMCOAL2 analyses using a fixed
mutation rate favoured the model that incorporated
Table 5

AMOVA

The integration of ENMs and genetic data can be used
to corroborate the presence of refugia and can also
reveal cases where multiple distinct refugia are identified, for example, as have been found recently in other
arachnid taxa (Bidegaray-Batista et al. 2016; Wachter
et al. 2016). Previously, Derkarabetian et al. (2011) suggested the presence of refugia in the mountains of the
southern CO and northern NM border region. Our analyses suggest the presence of two large refugial regions
for S. robustus: one in the San Juan Mountains near the
western portion of the CO/NM border and a second at
the southeastern edge of the Mogollon Rim in southern
AZ/NM. Additionally, it is clear that the remaining
mountain ranges in CO were unlikely to serve as refugia, suggesting northward expansion of the NE clade.

results across major clades

Source of variation

d.f.

Sum of squares

Variance
components

Among clades
Among populations within clades
Within populations
Total

5
33
91
129

683.356
483.357
82.333
1249.046

6.40967
4.14841
0.90476
11.46284

Va
Vb
Vc

Percentage of variation

Fixation
indices

55.92
36.12
7.89

0.55917
0.82095
0.82095

P-value
FCT
FSC
FST

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
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r = −0.64689
P = 0.0028
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Fig. 7 Phylogenetic and population genetic patterns for the NE clade. Top left: latitude vs. divergence time of each population from
its nearest phylogenetic relative. Bottom left: m32 phylogeny of the NE clade, indicating sublineages in red. Right: geographic distribution and hypothesized expansion direction of the NE clade, with sublineages indicated.

The nuclear data presented here corroborate the expansion of S. robustus out of multiple Pliocene refugia
occurring in these mid-latitude highlands. The San Juan
Mountains harbour a high amount of genetic diversity
with representatives from 4/6 clades within ~150 km of
each other. A recent study focusing on dispersal-limited
mite harvestmen of Australia’s wet tropics found similar patterns, where higher present day taxonomic diversity was statistically correlated with hypothesized
climatically stable refugia (Boyer et al. 2016). Additionally, the three clades with the highest amount of internal genetic differentiation (HAV, CE and NW; Fig. 6A)
are found almost entirely within the San Juan Mountains. Additional support for this hypothesis can be
seen in the genetic patterns of the NE clade. The NE
clade shows a strong phylogenetic pattern of northward
expansion out of the San Juan refugium where divergence times of sister populations decrease with increasing latitude (Fig. 7), with a corresponding negative (but
not significant) correlation of latitude and genetic diversity. The previous COI analyses also showed a similar
northward phylogenetic pattern for the NE clade, with
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

lack of genealogical exclusivity only in some of the
northernmost populations.
Southwestern Sclerobunus species are diverse within
the mid-latitude highlands, specifically the southern
Sangre de Cristo Mountains, which run parallel and are
similar in latitude to the San Juan Mountains. In the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains, three other Sclerobunus
species can be found (Derkarabetian & Hedin 2014).
Similar spatial patterns in species diversity are seen in
montane mammals where the northern sky islands of
New Mexico hold a higher number of species relative
to southern sky islands (Lomolino et al. 1989; Frey et al.
2007). In a study by Lomolino et al. (1989) examining 27
sky islands across the SRMIP, the Mogollon Mountains
were recorded as having the highest number of species,
while the other southern sky islands had a much lower
species richness, adding support to the evidence found
here that the Mogollon Mountains might have served
as a southern refugium for montane-restricted taxa.
Population genetic data for the southern clades (SW
and SE) similarly suggest northward expansion, thus
supporting the second Pliocene refugia identified at the
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Fig. 8 Models chosen with FASTSIMCOAL2. (A) Favoured models
with a fixed mutation rate. (B) Favoured models with mutation
rate estimated. Point estimates of all parameters are included,
which were taken from the iteration with the highest likelihood. The number of SNPs used in each analysis based on
rerunning PYRAD is indicated above each model.

eastern edge of the Mogollon Rim. Both SW and SE
clades show a significant negative correlation between
genetic diversity and latitude, although no clear phylogenetic pattern of directionality is seen in either. However for the SW clade, genetic data show expansion out
of a refugium that is further south than indicated by
the ENMs. Early Pleistocene expansion resulted in
widespread but contiguous clades showing a typical
pattern of decreasing genetic diversity with increasing
latitude (much like that seen currently in the NE clade).
Following this northward expansion, there was effectively simultaneous isolation of sky island populations
that still retains a genetic footprint of northward expansion. Both LGM and mid-Holocene models predict
some degree of connectivity between these populations
(Figure S1, Supporting information), although the
downscaled data sets may not have the resolution to
discern more fine-scale corridors.
A potential weakness of using an ENM approach for
identifying persistent regions as refugia in S. robustus is

that all areas currently inhabited by S. robustus should
be identified as persistent considering that, when divergence times are incorporated, all populations were
likely present in their current distribution prior to the
mid-Holocene and LGM. However, we argue that the
use of downscaled LGM and Holocene data decreases
sensitivity as downscaled data will not capture the
smaller restricted patches of habitat that S. robustus
likely persisted in during unfavourable conditions (e.g.
within canyons and ravines), and will only capture larger persistent regions. These larger regions are more
likely to have served as refugia during the warmer Pliocene, for which bioclimatic data do not exist.
Taken together, analyses from our study indicate the
presence of two large refugia in the SRMIP: the San
Juan Mountains near the western CO/NM border and
the eastern end of the Mogollon Rim. Model-based
analyses indicate the presence of some potential migration between sister clades after initial separation in
these distinct refugia. ENM predictions for the LGM
indicate climatic conditions that likely supported connective habitat between these refugia, particularly for
the eastern clades, while these refugia remain largely
separate in current and mid-Holocene reconstructions
(Figure S1, Supporting information). To our knowledge,
no other studies specifically indicate presence of montane Pliocene refugia in either of these two regions.
Phylogeographic studies identifying refugia in the
southwest typically focused on relatively young taxa
with any refugia dating to the Pleistocene (e.g. Mitton
et al. 2000; DeChaine & Martin 2005b; Knowles et al.
2007). It is important to note that while mean divergence dates between clades occur in the Pliocene, there
is still some degree of uncertainty as the HPD values
partially extend into the early Pleistocene. However, the
divergence times recovered using ddRAD-seq data in
this study are younger than, but still largely consistent
with, previous work in Sclerobunus using traditional
molecular markers (Derkarabetian et al. 2010, 2011).
Additional phylogeographic studies of other codistributed montane taxa of similar age will be needed to
corroborate the presence of these Pliocene refugia and
whether they have shaped diversification patterns
across taxa (e.g. Satler et al. 2016).

Spatiotemporal patterns in Sclerobunus robustus
The initial separation of S. robustus into eastern and
western lineages occurred ~3.89 MA (2.47–5.73 MA). As
noted in Derkarabetian et al. (2011), the distributions
and break between eastern and western clades largely
coincides with that seen in the tassel-eared squirrel Sciurus aberti found in mixed conifer forests of the SRMIP
(Lamb et al. 1997). Additionally, although currently
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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restricted to the northern portion of the SRMIP, the
montane grasshopper Melanoplus marshalli also shows a
split into eastern and western clades (Knowles et al.
2007). Based on divergence dates and Bayesian skyline
plots, two episodes of population expansion occurred
within S. robustus: first, an expansion coinciding with
the initial divergence of eastern and western lineages
into subclades that occurred near the Pliocene–Pleistocene boundary 2.5–2.8 MA. The warmer climate during the Pliocene likely played a role in separating the
widespread and contiguous S. robustus into multiple
units restricted to individual refugia separated by dispersal barriers. Second, following isolation during warmer climate, each individual clade then expanded ~1.0
MA during the cooler climate of the late Pleistocene,
where glacial cycles contributed to population-level
divergence (e.g. Knowles 2001; DeChaine & Martin
2005b). In addition, niche models for the LGM suggest
that the majority of the sampled populations and
clades, particularly those in the southern sky islands,
remained distinct despite availability of suitable connective habitat.
Despite uncertainty and regardless of the data set
used, the divergence dates between major clades within
S. robustus are conservatively estimated to occur in the
late Pliocene to early Pleistocene, indicating this species
is relatively old. Conversely, divergences within major
clades fall within the late Pleistocene suggesting a role of
the glacial cycles in differentiation among populations
within major lineages. Although divergence dates estimated here are younger than previous studies that used
multiple calibration points and a multilocus data set
(Derkarabetian et al. 2010) or a COI-only data set
(Derkarabetian et al. 2011), the general conclusions of
pre-Pleistocene divergences between clades and Pleistocene divergences within clades are consistent across
studies. Within the SW clade distributed throughout the
Madrean sky islands, divergence dates between populations in the m32 analysis ranged from 750 KA to 1.4 MA.
These dates largely coincide with other arthropod studies in this region. For example, the spider Habronattus
pugilis (Masta 2000) and beetle Moneilema appresum
(Smith & Farrell 2005), both restricted to higher elevation
habitats in the Madrean sky islands, are relatively young
species with population divergences occurring between
300 KA and 1.7 MA. Similarly, other studies have suggested much more recent, but still largely pre-LGM,
divergence estimates of <100 KA for the beetle Scaphinotus petersi (Ober et al. 2011; Mitchell & Ober 2013).
ENMs show suitable habitat throughout the mountainous regions of southwestern UT. Sclerobunus are not
known from these mountains, and recent collecting
attempts were unsuccessful. In this case, the Colorado
River likely acted as a barrier to westward dispersal for
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

the western clades with its formation beginning 6 MA
(Lucchitta 1989; McMillan et al. 2006). Additionally, current bioclimatic conditions indicate many unsampled
sky islands with suitable habitat, several of which are
known to have locally derived cave populations of
S. robustus (Welbourn 1999), suggesting the past, and
potentially present, suitability of habitat on these mountains. It is uncertain how far south the southern clades
expanded; S. robustus are not known from Mexico,
although ENMs do indicate suitable habitat in the
northern Sierra Madre Occidental.

Patterns of genetic differentiation
Across S. robustus clades, there is a pattern of decreasing
genetic differentiation as overall range size increases
(Fig. 6A), where the most geographically restricted HAV
and CE clades show the highest levels of internal genetic
divergence. The distribution of the HAV clade is highly
restricted showing the smallest distribution (mean pairwise distance of ~79 km) yet shows the highest levels of
genetic differentiation with a mean pairwise FST of 0.96,
the highest average number of differences and the highest levels of gene diversity (Table 3). Conversely, the SW
clade is the most widespread clade (~210 mean km pairwise distance) and shows a comparatively lower FST of
0.73. A similar case is seen in the harvestmen genus
Cryptomaster,
where
the
relatively
widespread
C. leviathan shows little intraspecific genetic divergence
across multiple mountain ranges, while the much more
geographically restricted sister species C. behemoth
shows higher population genetic structure (Starrett et al.
2016). The limited distributions seen in S. robustus clades
are typical of short-range endemic taxa (Harvey 2002;
Harvey et al. 2011) with limited dispersal capabilities
and distributions in discontinuous habitats, which can
lead to extreme levels of population structure (e.g. Keith
& Hedin 2012; Hedin et al. 2015). Many species of Sclerobunus, and many harvestmen in general, can be considered short-range endemics (e.g. Ubick & Briggs 1992,
2008; Boyer & Giribet 2009; Richart & Hedin 2013;
Derkarabetian & Hedin 2014; DiDomenico & Hedin
2016; Emata & Hedin 2016; Starrett et al. 2016). The negative correlation of range size and genetic differentiation
is clear in S. robustus; however, it will be interesting to
explore this pattern in other short-range endemics.
In a recent meta-analysis, Sexton et al. (2014) found
that the majority of studies implicate IBE as a significant factor in genetic differentiation either alone or in
combination with IBD. Here, we show that IBD and IBE
both play a role in shaping genetic patterns, although
in different clades of S. robustus. Across all populations,
geographic and environmental distances both contribute
to genetic differentiation of S. robustus, although
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multiple regression analyses indicate that environmental distance is a better predictor of genetic differentiation (Table S3, Supporting information). However,
within the major clades, the relative importance of these
variables seems to depend on the landscape connectivity. The eastern subclades (CE + SE and NE + HAV)
suggest geographic distance as a stronger determinant
of genetic patterns, particularly evident in the
NE + HAV clade where populations are less genetically
differentiated and found in highly contiguous habitat.
Conversely, in the western clade, environmental distance plays a more important role in shaping genetic
differentiation where the vast majority of populations
are found on isolated sky islands separated by uninhabitable low-lying desert and scrub grassland. Several
studies have shown a similar situation where patterns
of genetic differentiation are dependent on the continuity of habitat (e.g. Keyghobadi et al. 2005; Alberto et al.
2010; D’Aloia et al. 2014). These findings highlight the
importance of examining the full distribution of a species when exploring the effects of geography and environment on the genetic differentiation of a species.
The contrasting genetic patterns seen between the SW
and NE clades show two different temporal snapshots of
the continuous changes in distribution and elevation
undergone by montane-restricted taxa as a result of the
interplay of climatic changes (Hewitt 2000, 2004) and
niche conservatism (Wiens 2004; Wiens & Graham 2005).
While both clades are nearly the same age, the genetic
patterns and connectivity of the contemporary NE clade
may be reminiscent of a former more contiguously distributed SW clade when climate favoured more widespread and lower elevation forests. This formerly
widespread and continuous SW clade would likely have
shown significant IBD, much like the current NE clade.
However, the importance of IBD becomes insignificant
after populations become isolated on sky islands and
local environmental conditions become more variable
across the clade, thus resulting in IBE. As our study sampled few specimens per population relative to the number of loci, the inclusion of more individuals per
population would allow more fine-scaled analyses of
gene flow and migration in these clades using modelbased methods (Knowles & Carstens 2007).

Divergence dating with ddRAD-seq data
Despite the increasing popularity of ddRAD-seq and
similar methods, there are very few studies using these
data to estimate divergence times (Stervander et al. 2015;
see also Gottscho 2015). To calculate divergence times,
we made the assumption that the estimated mutation
rate between S. idahoensis and S. nondimorphicus based
on a biogeographic calibration is equivalent to the

mutation rate of S. robustus. Very few loci were shared
between the interspecific Sclerobunus taxa and S. robustus; therefore, the loci from the two interspecific samples
from which the mutation rate was based on may be
intrinsically different (divergence levels, mutation rate)
from the loci of the 65 intraspecific S. robustus samples.
The divergence levels between the interspecific
Sclerobunus are comparable to divergences levels within
S. robustus, assuaging this discrepancy. A potential
shortcoming in our method is our choice of concatenation of ddRAD-seq loci. Specifically, those loci that are
added when producing an m16 data set are likely be
more divergent than those loci that are only found in the
m48 data set, as fewer individuals will have the ‘m16
loci’ due to allelic dropout. We recover an interesting
pattern where estimated divergence dates increased
when the minimum taxon coverage value decreased
(Table 2). When increasing the threshold for missing
data (e.g. from m48 to m16), more divergent loci are
included in the data set. As demonstrated for ddRADseq in Arnold et al. (2013), more divergent loci that are
sampled less will tend to show deeper divergence times,
and therefore increase node depths across the phylogeny. Partitioning loci in such a way to account for
variation in divergence level may reduce uncertainty in
divergence dates across data sets. For example, loci
could be partitioned according to which MinCov value
adds them to the data set (a partition of m32-only loci, a
partition of the subset of only m48 loci, etc.). Despite
these cautions, we reiterate the similarity of divergence
dating estimates from ddRAD-seq loci with previous
estimates using more traditional markers (Derkarabetian
et al. 2010, 2011), all of which recover largely Pliocene
divergences among major clades.
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